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February 2015â€”Like a modern-day Pericles, Tracy George, MD, had much to traverse in her overview of
leukocytosis, thrombocytosis, and erythrocytosis during a course on diagnostic hematology at last year's
AACC meeting. Unlike Shakespeare's Pericles, however, Dr. George navigated the many twists of her topic
with the efficiency and near-encyclopedic knowledge of an experienced tour guide.
Diagnostic perils of hematologic illness â€“ CAP TODAY
Williams Hematology 9th Edition. The worldâ€™s most highly regarded reference text on the mechanisms
and clinical management of blood diseases â€“ completely updated to reflect the latest breakthroughs and
advancements
Williams Hematology 9th Edition | booksmedicos
This document provides information on the safe administration of intravenous antineoplastic drugs via an
intravenous cannula (IVC). Only health care professionals who have attained competency as per institutional
guidelines in safe administration, handling and waste management of hazardous drugs should perform this
procedure.
1087-Administration of antineoplastic drugs- intravenous
Anemia is a decrease in the total amount of red blood cells (RBCs) or hemoglobin in the blood, or a lowered
ability of the blood to carry oxygen. When anemia comes on slowly, the symptoms are often vague and may
include feeling tired, weakness, shortness of breath or a poor ability to exercise. Anemia that comes on
quickly often has greater symptoms, which may include confusion, feeling like ...
Anemia - Wikipedia
Neutropenia is a decrease in circulating neutrophils in the nonmarginal pool, which constitutes 4-5% of total
body neutrophil stores. Most of the neutrophils are contained in the bone marrow, either as mitotically active
(one third) or postmitotic mature cells (two thirds).
Neutropenia - Medscape Reference
An infection caused by a fungus (fungal infection) can develop on skin, hair or nails or can cause a serious
infection in the lungs or blood. Lab tests can help diagnose which fungus is causing the infection when
someone has signs and symptoms.
Fungal Tests - Lab Tests Online
Learn about point-of-care testing (POCT), which encompasses any laboratory tests that are performed at or
near a patient and at the site where care or treatment is provided. Point-of-care test results are typically
available relatively quickly so that they can be acted upon without delay.
Point-of-Care Testing | Lab Tests Online
NCCN Categories of Evidence and Consensus. Category 1: Based upon high-level evidence, there is uniform
NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropriate. Category 2A: Based upon lower-level evidence, there
is uniform NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropriate. Category 2B: Based upon lower-level
evidence, there is NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropriate.
Myeloid Growth Factors, Version 2.2017, NCCN Clinical
For the short acting granulocyte colony-stimulating factors (G-CSFs), Filgrastim-sndz (Zarxio) and
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filgrastim-aafi (Nivestym) are considered the least costly short acting G-CSFs to Aetna. There are several
brands and biosimilars of short acting G-CSFs on the market, including filgrastim (Neupogen ...
Hematopoietic Colony-Stimulating Factors (CSFs) - Medical
Peripherally inserted central venous catheter (PICC) A PICC is a 50-60 cm long CVAD made from either
silicone or polymer. A PICC can be inserted in the radiology department, operating theatre, patientâ€™s
bedside or a unit procedure room; usually under local anaesthesia.
112-Central venous access devices | eviQ
Contact Us. Boise, ID - Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center: 208-367-2121 Nampa, ID - Saint
Alphonsus Medical Center I84 & Garrity: 208-205-1000 Nampa, ID - Saint Alphonsus Neighborhood Hospital:
208-498-1333
Sitemap.aspx Saint Alphonsus
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a cancer of the lymphoid line of blood cells characterized by the
development of large numbers of immature lymphocytes. Symptoms may include feeling tired, pale skin
color, fever, easy bleeding or bruising, enlarged lymph nodes, or bone pain. As an acute leukemia, ALL
progresses rapidly and is typically fatal within weeks or months if left untreated.
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia - Wikipedia
Footnotes * Medically necessary if results of the adrenocortical profile following cosyntropin stimulation test
are equivocal or for purposes of genetic counseling.. Footnotes ** Electrophoresis is the appropriate initial
laboratory test for individuals judged to be at-risk for a hemoglobin disorder.. In the absence of specific
information regarding advances in the knowledge of mutation ...
Genetic Testing - Medical Clinical Policy Bulletins | Aetna
Kinase inhibitors are an important class of drugs that block certain enzymes involved in diseases such as
cancer and inflammatory disorders. There are hundreds of kinases within the human body, so knowing the
kinase â€œtargetâ€• of each drug is essential for developing successful treatment strategies. Sometimes
clinical trials can fail because drugs bind more than one target.
The target landscape of clinical kinase drugs | Science
To access the pdfs & translations of individual guidelines, please log in as EAU member. Non-EAU members
can view the web versions.
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